TRINARY COMPENSATION
Fostering the secret to success:
people helping people.

The CommUnilevel Trinary Plan

Simple.
Solid.
Secure.

Building a solid future
with a simple plan
You could build a lifetime of residual income by sharing
the world’s greatest gut health products.
Our simple plan is easy to follow and can build a solid
additional income stream into your household.
If you dedicate a few short years, you could be earning
a residual income well after the initial work is done.

TRINARY COMPENSATION

FULL DISCLOSURE

The CommUnilevel Trinary Plan

Don’t Be Typical
lNCOME OF A TYPICAL PARTICIPANT in the Rewards Plan of Amplifei is earned from
compensation on personal and downline sales of products and/or services. Personal
earnings will vary. A typical participant in the Plan is an Active Amplifei VIP and earns up to
$1500 annually.
Don’t be typical!
Please note that these earnings are estimates and have been derived from the earnings
experience of companies, which operates similar and comparable compensation plans,
selling comparable products in the United States and worldwide. These earnings estimates
will be reviewed after 6 months of operation of the Compensation Plan and updated at that
time compensation is actually received by participants in the Amplifei Rewards Plan. After
one year, this Statement of Typical Participant Earnings will be updated again, and then
updated annually thereafter.
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TRINARY COMPENSATION

Retail Commissions [RC]
Resellers are paid a 25% retail commission for all of their personal customers on all products we sell.
There is no requirement or qualification you need to have a minimum monthly volume of 50PV*.

25%
On all products you personally sell.

lNCOME OF A TYPICAL PARTICIPANT in the Rewards Plan of Amplifei is earned from compensation on personal and downline sales of products
and/or services. Personal earnings will vary. A typical participant in the Plan is an Active Amplifei VIP and earns up to $1500 annually.

TRINARY COMPENSATION

Monthly Retention Bonus [MRB]
Earn even more retail commissions for each additional month your customer continues to receive our product(s).*

2ND MONTH

The best way to build your business
is for your customers to receive their
products automatically through our
“Smart Ship” program, incentivized
by the discount they receive when
they do so.

3RD MONTH

4TH MONTH

Single Product
= $1.50 (@2.5%)

Single Product
= $3.00 (@5%)

Single Product
= $6.00 (@9%)

Triad
= $3.00 (@2%)

Triad
= $6.00 (@4%)

Triad
= $9.00 (@8%)

All examples of commissions are
based on the discounted Smart Ship
pricing model.

Our products are so life changing, our retention is incredibly high. This is due to the fact that customers experience such
profound health benefits, they don’t want to be without these incredible products, increasing your commissions over the first
four months. (This is not guaranteed).

lNCOME OF A TYPICAL PARTICIPANT in the Rewards Plan of Amplifei is earned from compensation on personal and downline sales of products
and/or services. Personal earnings will vary. A typical participant in the Plan is an Active Amplifei VIP and earns up to $1500 annually.

The X10 Bonus
G U T H E A LT H T R I A D B O N U S

For every set of 10 Gut Health Triad customers on auto-ship.

Unlimited Number of X10s!
When you personally and successfully enroll a total of 10 Gut
Health Triad bundles, we will reward you with an additional
$200 dollars for the first month this occurs, and $200 dollars
for every subsequent month you maintain a total of 10
customers on Smart Ship.
For every next 10, and every next 10 after that, and so on,
with no limitation, you will earn an additional $200 bonus!
When you have the single greatest gut health product in the
world, you can sell it from anywhere in the world and have it
automatically shipped to any one in the U.S. and Canada, you
can WIN BIG and amplify your life with a healthier financial
outlook.

The X10 Triad To $5000+
G U T H E A LT H T R I A D B O N U S

Triad (or equivalent) Customers*
*Auto-ship required

10 X $200 = $2,000
100 x $34.75 (25%) = $3,475

Total = $5,475

(Plus Retention Bonus Options)

Per Month Residual
Invest 12 months or less to potentially earn
$65,000+ per year in RESIDUAL INCOME without
ever recruiting a single person or building a team.
Imagine what could happen when you ALSO build
a team of like-minded people doing the same.

lNCOME OF A TYPICAL PARTICIPANT in the Rewards Plan of Amplifei is earned from compensation on personal and downline sales of products and/or
services. Personal earnings will vary. A typical participant in the Plan is an Active Amplifei VIP and earns up to $1500 annually.
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NETWORK

“Three legs allows for us to
truly eliminate `MLM
welfare’, all too common in
Direct Selling today.”

“The compensation
plan only matters if
you do the work and
build the volume.”
- Robert Oblon
Founder

The Power To Amplifei Your Life

- Laura Oblon
Co-Founder

The “trinary” is a 3 team system that fosters one of the most important aspect of this business model: People Helping People.
It’s a pathway to actual time-freedom and lifestyle that can only happen when the network is a true commUnity on a mission to
help everyone else within it. This system is also a functional way to “tap root”, which is to burn the fire upline, whereby
spreading the wealth of the organization as a whole, rather than only a few people at the top.

You first establish your
“team captains”, those who
are dedicated to building a
business for themselves,
and along with you too.

YOU

1

2

3

As you enroll other team
members after that, they
get placed into places
within your 3 teams that
help other people where
needed (“tap rooting”).

lNCOME OF A TYPICAL PARTICIPANT in the Rewards Plan of Amplifei is earned from compensation on personal and downline sales of products
and/or services. Personal earnings will vary. A typical participant in the Plan is an Active Amplifei VIP and earns up to $1500 annually.
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Network Community Bonus
POTENTIAL

Accumulated Revenue

Earn a network community bonus, paid monthly, based on the growth of
your network of national resellers.* From $.60 cent a day to $1,000 per day
or more, it’s up to you and your network of resellers.
*As your network volume of sales grows, you earn a growing percentage of override commissions in addition to
your own personal sales. See definitions for more details.
Note: Must have a minimum of one(1) qualified reseller to activate daily pay. You must have five(3) personal
customers and three(3) qualified reseller VIPs to achieve Sapphire. You must have ten(5) personal customers to
achieve Ruby and fifteen(7) personal customers to achieve Emerald.

YOUR CUSTOMERS

YOU
YOUR PERSONALS
THEIR NETWORK

Including all resellers and their customers

lNCOME OF A TYPICAL PARTICIPANT in the Rewards Plan of Amplifei is earned from compensation on personal and downline sales of products
and/or services. Personal earnings will vary. A typical participant in the Plan is an Active Amplifei VIP and earns up to $1500 annually.

Personal Generation Match Bonus
EARN
OF
YOUR

DAILY VOLUME, PAID MONTHLY

No matter where you place them within the network.

We want to reward you for “tap rooting” your business and helping your teams. We do this by
paying you a 25% matching bonus on the daily accumulation revenues earned by the team
members you personally enroll, no matter where you place them. In fact, you only earn this
matching bonus when you place your additional VIP resellers in one of your 3 team legs.*
YOUR CUSTOMERS

YOU
YOUR PERSONALS
THEIR NETWORK

Including all resellers and their customers

*This bonus is not paid out for any 4th line of lineage or beyond.
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Bonus.
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Your hard work for helping other people
succeed should amplify your lifestyle.
We know it’s hard work, but we want to
give you a substantial Lifestyle Bonus.
This is the essence of time and financial
freedom if you can successfully help
build a substantial network.
When you do, you could earn a monthly
bonus to make this secondary “side gig”
your full-time primary source of income.*
*3 Qualified VIPs to achieve Sapphire.
Customer Requirements (CR): In order to earn the Sapphire,
Ruby and Emerald and above Lifestyle Bonuses, you must have
3, 5 and 7 qualified customers, respectively, as outlined in the
graph.
A Qualified Customer must have a minimum Smart Ship order of
50RP or more.

INCOME OF A TYPICAL PARTICIPANT in the Rewards Plan of Amplifei is earned from compensation on personal and downline sales of products
and/or services. Personal earnings will vary. A typical participant in the Plan is an Active Amplifei VIP and earns up to $1500 annually.

DEFINITIONS

USER TYPES
Active Customer: A portion of the customer base that has opted to purchase a
product in the last 31 days. Active Customers may be awarded internal HAPIcredits
(rewards that can be used for future product purchases) if they share their
HAPInss.com link with others who purchase qualifying HAPInss product(s).
Qualified Customer: A customer who has a minimum Smart Ship order of 50RP or
more.
VIP Reseller: Those who opt to upgrade their account to participate in
CommUnilevel Rewards. You can upgrade from your back office. There is no fee or
purchase requirement to become a VIP. VIP’s earn Retail Rewards and can start
earning Direct Match Bonuses as a Qualified VIP. The term ‘VIP’ is used generically
to apply to all those who are VIP or higher including Qualified VIP regardless of any
specific tier achieved.
Qualified VIP: In order to earn override commissions from other VIP Resellers and
their teams, that you have enrolled in your genealogy, you must have a minimum
single product order or 50PV. To achieve the rank of Emerald, you must have 139PV
and to achieve the rank of Diamond, you must have 278PV.

RULES
RCB: Rewards/Commissions/Bonuses are incentives to drive proper behavior of customer acquisition,
team/leadership development. These incentives may include Rewards to non VIPs, and Commissions or Bonuses to
VIPs. Rewards may only be spent internally to receive discounts on products or services, while as VIP you may
withdraw Commissions and Bonuses.
Rewardable Revenue: The revenue AmpLIFEi earns from services or products that have Reward Points assigned.
AmpLIFEi may reward/pay up to 50% of Rewardable Revenue via RCB. If needed, AmpLIFEi will dynamically scale
down the Direct Match and Network Match bonuses to ensure no more than 50% of Rewardable Revenue is
allocated in total RCB.
RCB Availability:. Non-VIP’s will be able to use their available HAPIcredits in their HAPIshop to receive
product(s)/service(s) at a discount. VIP’s may spend their available Commissions/Bonuses internally or request a
withdraw.

COMMUNITY STRUCTURE
Personal CommUnity: the natural organic social network of Active Customers, and VIP’s organized by their referral
relationship. Those you personally refer are called ‘Directs’. Those you don’t personally refer are called ‘Indirects’.
HAPIcredits, Retail Commission, Direct Community Match Bonuses are allocated based on your Personal
CommUnity.
Network CommUnity: the structured/placed social network of Active Customers, and VIP’s organized through the
Holding Tank. Those direct to you in your Network CommUnity are also referred to as a
‘Leg’ no matter how they came to be direct to you in your Network CommUnity (personally referred or placed
there from the Holding Tank.)
Holding Tank: As a VIP or higher, for 7 days following the day that a new personal referral creates their account
(your Direct) you may place them in your Network CommUnity below another VIP or higher.

REWARD POINTS
RP: Reward Points are points that may be assigned to a product or service. When a product or service is purchased
these reward points are allocated and tracked. In most cases, the ratio will be 1 RP to $1 at the
SmartShip/Subscription price. In some cases, additional discounts may require that RP is reduced. Reward Points
are awarded in Real-Time to those up-network from a Sale where the products or services have RP assigned.
PAP (1): Personal Amplified Points are Reward Points you personally receive on any optional personal purchase of
products or services that have RP assigned. Personal purchases are 100% optional and no reward, commission, or
bonus requires a PAP or a personal product purchase to qualify. PAP is only an internal KPI (Key Performance
Indicator) for personal reporting purposes.
DAP (2): Direct Ampified Points are Reward Points you receive when anyone you directly referred (those Direct in
your Personal CommUnity) who makes an optional purchase of products or services that have RP assigned. No
reward, commission, or bonus requires a DAP to qualify. DAP is only an internal KPI (Key Performance Indicator) for
personal reporting purposes.
CAP (5): Customer Ampified Points are Reward Points you receive from your entire Network CommUnity on any
optional purchase by Non-VIPs of products or services that have RP assigned. 55% of NAP must be CAP for a VIP to
be a Qualified VIP.
NAP (3): Network Ampified Points are Reward Points you receive from your entire Network CommUnity on any
optional purchase of products or services that have RP assigned. NAP is used to calculate QAP.
QAP (4): Qualified Ampified Points are the NAP used to determine VIP Tier. QAP is the sum of all NAP of each
Network CommUnity Leg, where each Network CommUnity Leg can contribute up to 100% of a Tiers Required QAP.
QAP is a derived volume. It is determined on the fly at the point of their evaluation.
(See the tier contribution below)

QAP for New Resellers (beginning April 1, 2021)*
• 100% from each network community leg, through the first calendar month.
• 80% from each network community leg for the next calendar month or second full month.
• 50% from each network community leg for the next calendar month or third full month
RAP: Reclaimed Ampified Points are points that offset PAP, DAP, CAP, and NAP (as applicable) when a product or
service is refunded or returned. These are points subtracted from point totals and like all points last 31 days.

INCENTIVES
Real-Time: Within a few minutes of a purchase, applicable Reward Points (RP), HAPIcredits (HC), and/or Retail
Commission (RC) will be allocated.
Daily: Each night between roughly 4am and 7am Eastern Time the system will update Tiers, calculate, and then
allocate the Network CommUnity Bonus on your Tier at that time. (Tiers may fluctuate during the previous day
based on RP and RRP being applied or expiring. Your Tier at the time of calculation is your Paid-as-Tier at that
moment.)
Monthly: On the 1st of each month between roughly 4am and 7am Eastern Time the system will update Tiers,
calculate, and then allocate both the Direct CommUnity Match Bonuses based on your Tier at that time. (Tiers may
fluctuate during the previous day and month based on RP and RRP being applied or expiring. Your Tier at the time
of calculation is your Paid-as-Tier at that moment.)
HAPIcredits (Real-Time): [HC] Non-VIP’s are awarded HAPIcredits of 25% of the Reward Points (RP) on products or
services purchased by those personally referred. Note: HAPIcredits may be used internally to purchase applicable
products or services from your HAPIshop at a discount.
*Assuming reseller has a personally enrolled qualified VIP in each leg.

Retail Commission (Real-Time)*: [RC] VIP’s are paid a Retail Commission of 25% of the Reward Points (RP) on
products or services purchased by those personally referred.
Network CommUnity Bonus (Monthly)*: [NCB] Qualified VIP’s are paid a daily bonus based on their Tier at the
time of calculation each night. This daily bonus is called your “accumulated revenue” (A.R.) that you can see and
track daily and is paid out on a monthly basis (for the previous month’s qualified volume).
Personal Generation Match Bonus (Monthly)*: [PGMB] All Qualified VIP’s may earn a 25% matching bonus
monthly based on the Network CommUnity Bonus earned by those VIP’s that are Direct.
Monthly Lifestyle Bonus (Monthly)*: [GLPB] All Qualified VIP’s may earn the monthly Lifestyle Bonus when the
minimum QAP for Paid as Rank is met for the previous month’s volume of points.

